
That'll be a league win then! [posted 01/09/12]  

Let's start by saying that the end of league season 2012 ended as it had been pretty much 
throughout: damp!  Very damp.  With Torrance House - the visitors to the old ground today - 

on 69 for 7 in the 27th over the players shook hands as the rain tipped down.  Credit to 
everyone for continuing to play in the hope of getting a result.  And a result it was: a home 

win!  And a league win!!  The margin of victory in the game: 33 runs under D/L.  And before 

we get on to the match details themselves, a word of thanks also to Les' Ingram-Brown and 
Adam Richardson for getting the game at all when so many others didn't get started.  Much 

appreciated - and to Glenton who was out of bed early and on the roller.  There was also 
hands-on-deck [Ed: pardon the pun!] from Rusty, Youngy, Pasty and Lexy from mid-morning 
to get the ground playable.  Again, thanks to these guys.  
  

So to the game itself.  Allowing for about 40 mins of extra drying time, the game was a 45-

overs-a-side affair with the 'Holmboys batting first after Alan Meikle won the toss for 
Torrance House.  A steady start from Rosco and Hassan saw 58 added for the first wicket.  
But unfortunately this was the only meaningful partnership of the day as wickets then fell at 
regular intervals.  It was 85 for 5 pretty quickly as Stouty joined the two openers and DJ back 
in the "hutch".  Pasty was still in having slotted in at four and he would need to coordinate 
the middle order and tail as a defendable total was sought.  And this would be no mean feat 
as the highest score batters five through eleven managed was 5, Zaeem finishing unbeaten 

on this score.  In fact four batters made just 1, and another just 2.  Pasty was last out, for 
27, the Mirza cousins both not out at the end.  130 for 9 in 45 overs.  For Torrance House the 

main wicket-taker was Matthew Kellett whose hand-granades secured him a "4-for", with 
braces for Khan and Kumar.  

  

After a tea that had seen Rusty trying to replicate the feeding of the 5,000 [Ed: i.e. feeding 
too many with too little!] the 'Holmboys were in the field looking for wickets.  A win would 
secure the title, but so would 5 losing bonus points.  But with only 1 batting point secured for 
sneaking past 125 in the first innings, the guys knew that they'd need to pick up seven 

wickets if they couldn't win.  And like in that first innings an early wicket didn't materialise.  

24 were added, in fact, before the breakthrough was made, Lexy doing the needful.  5 runs 
later and the second wicket had fallen too, another for Lexy.  The experienced combo of 
Ralphs and Kellett then stabilised the Torrance House ship and took the total past 50 as the 
rain started and the two letters no player ever wants to hear were muttered: "D" and "L".  

  

The rain got heavier as play continued.  But more wickets fell along with the rain drops.  51 
for 4, and then for 5 was Hassan's leggies caused the visiting batters all sorts of problems.  It 

then became 53 for 6 and the 'Holmboys were suddenly free-and-clear on any D/L 
calculation.  The seventh wicket then fell which meant that even if they somehow lost from 

that point they had enough points to see them stay top.  Then with 27 overs having been 
bowled, the last ten in increasingly heavy rain the end came: handshakes were offered and 

accepted and the players retreated to the safety and warmth of the clubhouse.  Cue 

celebrations, and congratulations from the East Kilbride players which was good to see.  
  

All that was left was the completion of the 'books and the obligatory team photo'!  
  



 
  

Back row, left to right: CF James (scorer), A Mirza, LWB James, DJ James, AB Scott, 

CD Armour, Z Mirza 

Front row, left to right: CRM Stout, H Akram, RM Lauder (Captain), RJ Armour, CA Young 
  

Thanks again to everyone involved in getting a game in, and to the other 21 players who 
have featured for the 'Holmboys in season 2012 and who contributed to the side's league 
success.  32 players in all have featured - that's what we call a real club effort! 

  
Four and counting [posted 11/08/12] 

I'll confess, dear reader, that I enjoy writing these reports more than I do the 'Loc ones - and 
hopefully easy to know why: the 'Holmboys win pretty regularly!  This week - as the league 
scheduling would have it - saw the guys take on the top-of-league side.  This week it was 
Meikleriggs, at Shawholm.  The Paisley side had won easily in the first match the sides back 

in early June, and so revenge was in the air too.  Batting first the visitors lost an early wicket 

when Paterson was bowled by Lexy.  But Love (the other opener) and Mories (at three) then 
stabilised things a bit, the former going on to top-score in the innings with 31.  But Mories 

would only reach 13 before he was wicket number two, and the second to be bowled.  This 
time the bowler was Zaeem.  And from this point on it was a case of wickets falling at regular 

intervals.  Only Friel (17) and Kennedy (20) would get into double figures, with McSorley, 

Shahid and Ellis all failing to trouble the scorers.  For the 'Holmboys there was a "4-for" for 
Doogie who tore through the middle order and a "3-for" for Akhil who bowled another really 
impressive spell (4-1-15-3), and maybe of interest (?) seven of the ten wickets to fall saw 
batters cleaned up.  

  
119 the final score meaning it was 120 to win.  In some ways the Shawholm reply was a 

mirror image of the Meikleriggs' innings.  There was one score - Alex's 32 - and a number of 

starts, with a couple of blobs thrown in.  Four batters - Muscles, Josh, Stouty and DJ - getting 
into the teens.  And wickets, as had happeneed in the first innings, kept falling.  And the 

winning run was eventually only scored after nine of them had fallen, Lexy just failing to see 
the guys across the finishing line with a sheriff.  Zaeem and Sanchez were the two in the 
middle when 120 was put onto the 'board.  A win!  By just the 1 run, but a win none-the-

less.  And that's four on the trot, and sees the 'Holmboys sitting top themselves now. 



 
'Holmboys continue their winning run [posted 04/08/12] 
The Shawholm XI made the short trip to Whitehaugh this afternoon to take on their Kelburne 

counterparts in the league.  Well they made the short after the Hilux had been towed out of 
the mud that Josh had backed it into!  Ominous start?  Well in one sense yes, in that water 

would play a part in sinking one of the side's hopes as the match was played out.  After the 

toss it was the 'Holmoys who were batting first.  Skipper Muscles opened with Josh, and 42 
were put on for the first wicket as the two gave their side a good start.  Josh it was who went 

first, caught by O'Connell off Campbell's bowling.  But 42 for the first wicket was fine.  
However 47 for 3 a but a short while later wasn't so good.  Stiffy and Lexy were both back in 
the "hutch" having both made ducks.  Oops.  Mushy helped stabilise things a bit after this, 
but he was next out bowled by Campbell for 10 - his fourth wicket as he had destroyed the 

top order nearly single-handedly!  And from this point on it was wickets and extras that were 

the main features.  Only Akhil - 11 not out - got into double figures after Mushy with the final 
score of 142 containing a whopping 43 in extras, including 36 wides.  But as importantly, 

Aamir's 51 was crucial to any sort of defendable total being posted.  Wides, that bain of 
Scottish club cricket!  

  

Defending 142 would depend on early wickets, accruing from tight bowling.  And here's 
hoping that there'd be fewer wides.  Well on the latter score there wasn't!  In just 25 overs 

the 'Holmboys conceded no fewer than 33 in wides!!  But the bowlers did do the first part.  
When the rain came [Ed: remember that earlier reference to water] seven Whitehaugh 

wickets had been taken, with Lexy grabbing a "4-for" and Zaeem a couple.  Whitehaugh were 
sitting on 84 for 7 when the game was abandoned as heavy rain swept across the ground.  

And with over twenty overs bowled in the second innings a result under D/L was possible, the 

good news being that the win - by 26 runs - went to the 'Holmboys.  Three on the trot then, 
and the side careering up the table.  Last week's win saw St. Ninian's bumped off the top of 

the ladder, today's win saw another top-of-the-table side beaten.  Great stuff! 
  

Shawholm XI make it two-from-two [posted 28/07/12] 

Our guest reporter today writes.....  "Summary: Rusty took a belter of a slip catch at neck 
height.  After Maddy took two-in-2, we had to go off for rain only to have his hat-trick ball 
and the ball that followed (immediately after the rain break) smashed for 4 and 6.  Doogie 
bowled a good tight spell of leg spin.  Rusty and Zee, brilliant lines and line lengths.  St. 
Ninian's top run getter - Macdonald - batted really well.  Our turn to bat: it was really really 

hard initially, ball seaming around, staying low and shooting up.  First wicket, a good length 
ball, shot low and hit the base of off stump.  Doogie, with cramp, out sweeping.  Hmmm, not 
much else.  Elliot did the job we needed!  And good old Alex came in for the last three balls 
of an over, Elliot shouts "a few dots here, Alex, I wanna hit the winning run" so, of course:  . 

2 6   thank you, and good night!" 
 

James Gang ride into the park and take the points! [posted 21/07/12] 
Dave James rolled back the years, as well as unrolling his flannels as he chaperoned an 
extraordinarily young 'Holmboys side to a league win today.  Unbelievably there were over 30 
active players unavailable to play this weekend, and so a number of youngsters were 
registered and made their senior league cricket debuts today.  In a side featuring no fewer 

than five Under 15s, it was one - Calum Stout - whose innings of 78 was the mainstay of the 

'Holmboys' total of 190.  Also making contributions were DJ with 32 and a cameo 20 not out 
from Andersony, another pressed into action for the first time this season.  Great stuff.  
Stouty's knock included eleven 4s, only one of which this scribe is pleased to report was a 
switch-hit!    Posting 190 was a really good effort, with Stouty and Akhil (who'd opened 
with Paul Davies) putting on 57 for the second wicket.  A second good partnership was then 
built by Stouty and DJ - 77 runs for the fourth wicket.  Two key partnerships that enable the 
side to post the size of total they did.  It was only for nine down, but effectively "all out" after 

Muhammed Shahid had left.  191 to win then.  
  



When the top order of The Tryst was skittled, none of the top five getting past 8, their were 

real hopes of a win.  Two run outs had seen Reed (7) and Reid (1) sent back to the pavilion, 
with Akhil, Zaeem and Cammy grabbing a wicket a-piece to see to the other three.  But as 

often then happens, a couple of the oppo' batters dug in.  44 were added for the sixth wicket 
as Angus - who'd top-score with 54 - batted with Hallen.  But the breakthrough came when 

the former was caught by Paul off Zaeem's bowling.  Hallen then tried to chaperone the tail 

towards a win for his side, but the tail wouldn't wag, and wickets kept falling.  Lewis, Aliyan, 
and finally Andersony picked up a wicket each to see the 'Holmboys triumph by 57 runs.  
Andersony grabbed the final wicket, bowling Dyer for 10, before then setting off round the 
ground in celebration!  Great fun!! 

  
So a top effort from a young side, and really encouraging to see.  For three it was their first 

50-over match, and for seven it was their first Saturday league game of the season,.....or in 

DJ's case, for about ten seasons, plural! 
  

Western Cup defeat at Dumfries [posted 15/07/12] 
Shawholm finally got back to playing cricket yesterday, making the trip to Nunholm to take 

on the eponymous home side in the last round of Western Cup group matches.  With 

Dumfries Scottish Cup match cancelled the hosts took the opportunity of playing a few 1st 
XI regulars in their side: Messrs. Corbett-Byers, Dawson, Davidson, Druce and McHutcheon 

all making appearances.  For the 'Holmboys Flanners was drafted in to take the gloves with 
Rosco still on holiday and Saif not available.  Josh Crawley's Thursday night net practice toe 
injury also meant that Scotty was called in.  
  

The Nunholm skipper won the toss and decided to bat.  Quick inroads were made with Hugh 

Farries being dismissed cheaply and Nunholm finding themselves 5 for 1, Farries bowled by 
Doogie.  It was then 31 for 2 when Niall Alexander was caught by Akhil off Rusty's bowling in 
the eighth over.  34 was then added for the third wicket, Dawson becoming the first of four 
wickets for Mushy.  Dawson's dismissal also sparked a mini-collapse of sorts as four wickets 
fell for just 23 runs to see the home side slump to 88 for 5 in the 24th over.  In effect then, 

Nunholm were - between the thirteenth and 24th overs - 23 for 4 in eleven overs.  But the 
experienced Corbett-Byers was still in and he coordinated a lower order rear-guard action 

that saw 68 added in the final sixteen overs.  When the 40-over first innings was complete, 
the scoreboard showed 163 for 9, Corbett-Byers having top-scored with 31, Druce - another 

1st XI regular - showing his experience with an unbeaten 24 batting at nine.  Mushy had 
notched up a "4-for" returning figures of 10-1-35-4, whilst Akhil - still an Under 15 - returned 
really impressive figures of 10-1-26-1, bowling Davie Davidson into the bargain. 

  
164 to win then - in effect four-an-over needed.  A steady start was achieved and 20 was on 

the 'board before Muscles was dismissed caught and bowled by McHutcheon for 12.  Opening 
with Aamir was Flanners who became the second 'Holmboy wicket to fall when he was 
adjudged LBW , again off McHutcheon's bowling.  29 for 2.  It then became 40 for 3, then 4, 

and then 44 for 5 as a clatter of wickets saw Scotty (4), Rusty (6) and Doogie (0) all 
dismissed - another two for McHutcheon and one for Davidson.  Five down, three of the 

LBWs!  It was also by now raining, pretty heavily.  But the one neutral umpire standing 
determined that the players should remain out in the middle. Eventually however, when the 

seventh wicket fell, the umpire decide to take the players off.  It was, unfortunately, 50 for 7 

when this happened.  Mushy and Gopi had been the next two to go.  
  

After about an hour or so's break play resumed, but only 29 more runs could be added, most 
by Calum who bunted an unbeaten 20 as wickets fell at the other end from him.  Sanchez  
was last out with the score on 79, the margin of defeat being a whopping 84 runs.  Yet again 
- though the dreadful batting conditions likely didn't help much - too many batters simply 

didn't seem able to build any sort of innings.  Three got into double figures, no-one made it 

past 20.  That other Achilles Heel of the side was also in evidence too: extras!  23 were given 
to Nunholm in their innings, whereas the Dumfries boys only gave the 'Holmboys 6, and three 
of these were leg byes.  The 'Holmboys by comparison gave Nunholm 20 in wides, the 



equivalent of more than three additional overs!  Improving in both these areas is simply a 

"must" if we're to start winning a few more games. 
  

A final point: the handbags between Scotty and Davie Davidson reflects poorly on both 
players, and both clubs, and shouldn't be seen on any paddock.  This said - and a note to the 

Dumfries boys: you'll still get to use the "Home" dressing room if you get to the T20 Finals 

Day and be the side we're rooting for!  
  
Abandoned! [posted 09/06/12] 

It took 38 overs, but the inevitable happened.  Game off.  Abandoned because of the rain.  
The forecast - for once - was right.  Showers from 4pm.  Correct!  At the point the 

aandonment was agreed between Davie Armour and his opposite number, Albert Park's 
skipper, Chris Smith, the visitors were 143 for 6.  Smith had top-scored with 58, and had 

decent support from Parakal (28).  But Muhammed Shahid had torn the heart out of the 

middle order grabbing three quick wickets to get rid of Parakala - first - then McIntyre and 
Afzal.  Mushy had two for himself as well, as he and Muhammed bowled in tandem and put a 
stranglehold on the run rate.  Their combined twenty overs had seen figures of 20-8-59-5 
returned - impressive!  But it would be all in vain, as the latest wet cricket day made itself 

known.  Heavy showers, puddles on the square, game over. 

 
One to forget! [posted 02/06/12] 

Today's humbling defeat at Meikleriggs should likely be quickly consigned to one of those 
folders on your PC where you're sure you filed something but can never find!  It was a 

shocker.  From reducing their hosts to 20 for 2 early on, the 'Holmboys somehow found 
themselves being set 329, yes that's three hundred and twenty-nine, to win.  Granted, as has 

so often been the case this season, it was a much-changed XI from the victorious side that 

had secured the league win over Whitehaugh seven days previously, but - still - ouch!  Then 
to compound matters the boys succumbed to 105 all out inside 23 overs to consign 

themselves to a thuming defeat by 223 runs.  As said: ouch!  
  

As we say there were some senior players unavailable today: Doogie is still out due to injury, 
Rusty was away for the weekend and Josh Crawley was similarly elsewhere and unavailable 
for selection.  Add in a first game of the season for Saqi' and there being nine teenagers in 

total in the 'Holmboys line-up, and maybe the odds always favoured a home win.  But, and 
especially with the bat, we have to look to be more resilient.  105 all out can happen to the 

best of sides, but in 22-odd overs suggests some mad-cap swinging of the willow.  Time will 

tell - and it can certainly be the case - whether these games, and the "space" being provided 
by the Reserve League, will see the youngsters learn and develop their games.  

  
To the detail of this one then.  And please turn off your PCs at this juncture if you're of a 

nervous disposition!  As said 20 for 2 at the start of the first innings with Feegie batting 
looked good.  But somehow it all slipped away from this point onwards as a 181-run 

partnership between Tim Preston-Jones (130) and Josh Rutnagur (55) took the game right 

away from the 'Holmboys.  And, of course, 47 (!) in extras - including 29 wides [Ed: that's, 
like, another five overs!] - hardly helped.  Grant Darroch also chipped in with 54, and veteran 

Richard Rutnagur scored what we think is oft' labelled a "cameo" 29.  328 for 5.  Cammy's 
twelve overs going for 47, and Joshy's seven costing 35, were the best bowling figures on 
offer.  The rest, well, think of the PC folder I was referring to earlier!  Best lost methinks.  

  
Reports that the first innings was a fielding horror show too, also reached web central: 
Preston-Jones being dropped four times on his way to his big hundred are part of this sorry 
tale too.  There were at least as many other grassed chances, and a stumping opp' went a-

begging to boot.  Only Saif's two good grabs to get rid of Rutnagur and Mories stand out as 
positives in fact.  

  

Chasing 329 to win is hardly easy.  And maybe 105 all out in under 23 overs reflects some 
intent to chase?  But it might've been good to see some of the batters dig in and use the 50 



overs of middle time on offer as net practice.  Sadly not to be.  Hamid hit five 4s in his 25, 

whilst Saif top-scored with 26 opening with Muscles.  And, bar Gopi (15), no-one else got into 
double figures.  Pity, notching up something respectable, or at least benefitting from some 

middle time, would've been good.  Back to practice people.  And with the exam's done-and-
dusted, there's no excuse for guys not getting along. 

 

Whitehaugh beaten for the second time [posted 26/05/12] 
The sun shone and the temperature soared. And to cap it all there was a home win in 

today's 'Holmboys' league match with Whitehaugh. Skipper Rusty elected to invite the 
visitors from Paisley to have a bat and this quickly looked a shrewd decision as Whitehaugh 

slumped to 65 for 5. The Jayaratne boys were in amongst the wickets as was Josh Crawley. 
Only Andy Miller, at three, was showing any resistance as batters one, two, four, five and six 

mustered just 22 between them off their bats. But then a momentum shift of sorts. Miller 

and Martin Pollock added 68 for the sixth wicket. 133 for 6 and what had for a while looked 
like it might be a horrible collapse had turned in to something far more respectable. And 

Miller was still there as the partnership had been ended by Pollock's departure not his. He 
passed his half century, and - in number nine Aaron Bryson - found a team-mate who was 

also willing to stick around and accumulate some runs. Bryson was the not out batter when 

last man Lucas Farndale was dismissed courtesy of a Jayaratne combo': caught Maddy, 
bowled Doogie. 171 all out. 
 
On the bowling front there was a "3-for" for Doogie and two a-piece for Maddy, Josh and 
Stiffy. Also worthy of mentions in despatches are Rusty's 10-3-15-1 and Mushy's 10-3-15-0 
that tied up the Whitehaugh batters in the middle overs. What was the only blight on an 

otherwise decent effort in the field were 31 wides! 172 to win then. 

 
If Whitehaugh had a bad start to their innings, the 'Holmboys fared littled better. 39 for 4 
was their start as Rosco departed for 2, Mushy for 7, Calum for 4 and Doogie a blob. 
Someone needed to steady this particular ship. And ideally more than one! Luckily Elliott 

and Maddy were in ship-securing mode and, from the possible genesis of a shambles grew a 
top-drawer partnership of 103, both batters progressing past 50. Stiffy was the one to go 
when the partnership was finally ended, tamely pulling a Bryson delivery to Milliken at mid 

on. 
 

66 was a good effort, and vital in the context of the game. Maddy then had Disk for 
company for a bit, before Rusty arrived and the two saw their side home, Madushan 
unbeaten on 63. A win by four wickets, with over eighteen overs to spare. A good win, and 

excellent "come back" from last Saturday's defeat against St. Ninian's. 
 

Defeat in Ayrshire [posted 20/05/12] 
A young and inexperienced 'Holmboys side was again fielded today in the match down at 
Prestwick. Akhil Ahmed was making his senior Saturday league debut, and there were five 

other junior players in the line-up. Added to this was Doogie skippering the side despite the 
hamstring injury that had ruled him out of the 1st XI earlier in the week. A big thanks to him 

for being willing to make the trip at all, and for leading the side. 
 

Batting first the boys managed to post 166 with - believe this! - Doogie no less, top-scoring 
with 55. Aside this important contribution, there were cameo 20-odds from each of 
Muhammed Shahid [Ed: someone get that man a nickname!], Cammy and Calum. For the 

home side [Ed: and just as his dad was doing up the M77!] a Pettigrew was grabbing a "3- 
for". James Pettigrew in this case. Well bowled by the young man. His victims were Rosco, 
The Professor and Sanchez. 
 

In reply the St. Ninian's top-order dealt with the run-chase without need of their tail. 

Robertson (47), Stafford (27) and Iqbal (40) scoring the majority of the runs needed, with 
skipper Sam' Haggo unbeaten at the end on 15. Four wickets were grabbed as the second 

innings was played out, one each for the two Joshs, and one each for The Professor and 



Disk. 
 
So defeat, but no disgrace, and thanks again to Sandun for his commitment to the club in 

turning out, and for the young players, continuing good experience that will stand them in 
good stead. Next week it's Whitehaugh at home. 

 

Heavy defeat at Toytown [posted 05/05/12] 
The 'Holmboys were soundly beaten at, and by, Titwood today in the Western Cup. In the 

field first, the side chased leather for 40 overs as the home side's batters rode their luck and 
cashed in on no fewer than half a dozen dropped catches, not to mention a couple of simple 

run out opportunities that were passed up. As it was, Fulton (74) was the main beneficiary 
as he top-scored. Forsyth, in contrast to Fulton's bunting, nurdled his way to an equally 

important 66 not out as 246 for 4 was posted. There was a wicket a-piece for Hari', Youngy 
and Ashar, and a run out that saw Allan returning to the hutch without scoring. 
 

The inexperience of the side fielded was cruelly exposed on the day, as poor ground fielding 
added to the misery of the dropped catches, with three players playing their first ever senior 

Saturday matches, and two others playing despite injury. But, that said - and no excuses - 

the better side won, and the lesson that "catches win matches" was there for all to see. All 
the bowlers "went round the park", literally, their stat's not helped by playing with such a 

short boundary to one side. And here's a new cunning trick the Death Star supremos have 
come up with. Win the toss, elect to bat when the hockey's on so that the oppo' fielders are 

the ones wading about in the water that's sprayed on to the outfield by the water canons! 
What's that all about?? Toytown was in great nick however, and a fast outfield [Ed: 
notwithstanding the flooded quarters!] was presented along with a more than decent deck. 

Credit to Cyril McLatchie for his work as ever. 
 

If any sort of fist was to be made of the run-chase, a decent start from the top order - where 
any sort of experience was to be found - was likely needed. So at 17 for 5 things weren't 

looking too good. Last Tuesday's Evening League match had seen Cavalier's bowler 
Brown papped round Shawholm on a trickier deck and going at more than fives. Whereas 
today the best spoken bowler in world cricket was unplayable and grabbed a "3-for", cleaning 

up the top order with youngster Drummond. These two's bowling figures were, respectively, 
the remarkable 8-1-16-3 and the even more remarkable 7-2-8-2 from the young holidaying 

South African. [Ed: you gotta hope he was born here on the basis he's only here for a month 

a year?] In fact nearly all the Stormtroopers called into action returned bemusingly good 
bowling figures - the 'book at the end also showing 3-1-6-1, 2-1-1-2 and 2-1-4-1. You'd think 

someone had scored in binary there were so few big numbers there? 
 

From 17 for 5 things progressed only a little better. Sanchez and Sunny [Ed: sounds like a 
flower power era combo'!] entertained the crowd briefly with a swashbuckling 12 and 20 

respectively, before 23 were added by Stuart (6) and Youngy (13*) for the "last out" to 
borrow a baseball term. 81 all out. A thumping. But, experience gained and no disgrace in 
fielding a full side given so many are unavailable. Thanks to Doogie and Stuart for playing 
with injuries, and to Sanchez, Sunny and Abdul for making Saturday league debuts. On the 
flip-side, as noted, inexperience shouldn't be used as an excuse when there are basic errors 

made - catching practice is on the agenda chaps, as is some more batting practice. 

Application, concentration and the ability to perform in the middle have to be the aims. Next 
week it's Stenhousemuir in the league . 

 
New season up-and-running with a win [posted 28/04/12] 

The Western Cup has a new format this season, and - like the Scottish Cup - sees 
participating clubs play round-robin matches in an initial group stage. Today's season's 

opener - in fact the first match of any sort at the ground this year - saw Kelburne's 

Whitehaugh XI visit. The 'Holmboys were skippered by Rusty and had Glenton in the side 
making his competitive debut for the club. Also making debuts - of sorts - were two of the 

James Gang, Beast and CJ, who were scoring for the first time. And, for the avoidance of 



doubt, and in a tough school, both scorers excelled making this author - in particular - a 

happy Saturday Night camper! 
 

Rusty won the toss and invited visiting skipper Campbell and his teammates to have a bat. 
This proved a genius decision on Russell's part as Whitehaugh were quickly in trouble at 11 

for 2. Glenton had struck twice on debut, removing Geddes (0) and Campbell (10) in 

doublequick 
 

time. Bowling the right length, i.e. full, Glenton trouble the batters throughout his two 
spells, and after he'd returned to clean up the tail he had figures of 9-4-14-4 to his name. 

Also seeing a big number in the wickets column was Ashar who grabbed a "3-for", his victims 
including Whitehaugh's top scorer Burgess, who made 13. Burgess was, in fact, just one of 

two Whitehaugh batters who got in to double fugures - Campbell being the other one. This 

said, extras, with 20, was in fact the top scorer - sorry Mr B. Of the ten wickets that fell on 
the way to Whitehaugh being bowled out for just 66, five had seen batters' stumps 

rearranged, whilst two others were leg-before. Maybe something in those stat's for the 
batters to work on? 

 

And the same could be said for the 'Holmboys in their reply! Four of five wickets to fall as 
the boys kind of limped over the finishing line saw players bowled or trapped LBW. Ross 

Arbuckle, for Whitehaugh, was the main destroyer, taking 4 for 35 in his eight overs. Good 
to see his winter work with the 'Loc paying off ! Apart for Arbuckle, the other visiting 
bowlers also bowled well. Campbell's six overs cost just 5 runs, and Miller's four and a half 
overs went for only 10. But in the end, despite having the 'Holmboys 25 for 4 when Stiffy 
had gone first ball to join Muscles, Glenton and Hari' back in the hutch, Whitehaugh just 

didn't have enough runs on the 'board to defend and Saif and Disk saw their side home for 
the five-wicket win. Saif was unbeaten with a top-scoring 21, Cammy was 3 not out. 

A win then first up. Rusty's one-for-one, we've two competent new young scorers, the sun 
shone, the scorecard was uploaded to the WDCU website before your scribe had his tea and 

all's well with the world! In fact there was but one small grey cloud: where's the missing £5 

tea money,..... 


